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The Case for Ability Grouping of Gifted Students
Carolyn Yewchuk

University of Alberta

The move towards inclusive education is flowing through the educational

establishment like a huge tidal wave, sweeping all before it. It appears to be

interpreted as an "all-or-none" practice: all children back in the regular classroom

(Stainback & Stainback, 1992). This wave is in danger of capsizing the lifeboats

which have kept gifted children afloat in the schools - differentiated instruction

in groups of like-minded peers.

There is incontrovertible evidence accruing that gifted children achieve best

when grouped with their intellectual peers for instructional purposes. For a long

time, we have known from anecdotal and first-person accounts about the

damaging and frustrating effects that regular classrooms can have on gifted

students. Now we also have evidence from research which shows very clearly

that the academic performance of gifted children improves with differentiated

instruction in grouped programs.

In this brief article, I will summarize the results of exemplary research on

the effects of grouping on academic performance conducted by James and Chen-

lin Kulik. They have been analyzing the educational effects of grouping for the

past decade. Their article in the Spring 1992 issue of Gifted Child Quarterly is a

very clear and concise description of findings relative to gifted students. Unless

indicated otherwise the data reported here are derived from this source.

To begin with, what is meant by "ability grouping"? Put simply, ability

grAping is the provision of separate instruction for students of similar ability or

achievement level. It is sometimes called homogeneous grouping, but is not

equivalent in meaning to "tracking". In the American literature tracking refers to

the assignment of students to programs on the basis of ability and/or
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achievement, from which they do not move during one school year or from one

year to another. Ability grouping, on the other hand, does not imply

permanence of assignment; it refers to placement of students with others whose

learning needs are similar to theirs, for whatever time arrangement is most

appropriate (Fiedler, Lange & Winebrenner, 1993).

There are many different ways of grouping students by ability for

instructional purposes. As we shall see from the research evidence described

below, the way students are grouped and the type of curriculum that is followed

have differential effects on academic performance. The effects are not the same

across different kinds of ability grouping.

When Kulik and Kulik began investigating the effects of grouping on

performance they had available to them a new statistical technique called meta-

analysis (Glass, McGaw & Smith, 1981). This is a method of summarizing the

results of many different studies conducted by different researchers. Typically

the meta-analytic researcher locates all of the studies which have been done in

the past on a particular topic; in the case of ability grouping, the research base

includes more than 700 studies (Kulik & Kulik, 1982). Only those studies which

report using a control group of students in addition to an experiment....i group are

suitable for meta-analysis. The summarized difference between experimental

and control groups is reported as "effect size". An effect size of 0.20 is considered

small, 0.50 is in the medium range, and 0.80 is considered large. Effect size can

be interpreted on a grade equivalent scale, with 0.10 equatable to one month of

achievement on standardized achievement tests. A positive effect size indicates

that the performance of the grouped students exceeds that of controls; the

opposite is true for a negative effect size.

Kulik and Kulik (1992) looked at the effects of grouping in five different

administrative arrangements. Separate analyses were conducted within each of
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these groupings. It is important to separate out type of grouping, because the

experimental effects for some arrangements are lost through averaging with all

forms of grouping, leading to the erroneous conclusion that grouping has no

demonstrable effect on academic achievement.

1. Multilevel classes.

Sometimes referred to as XYZ classes, multilevel placement is intended to

facilitate instruction by grouping students of similar ability. Students in the same

grade may be divided into groups such as high, middle, and low, and placed

together in separate classrooms (usually elementary) or for single subjects

(usually secondary). A standard curriculum is followed, irrespective of group,

with no adjustment of curriculum and methods to ability level. The Kuliks

located 56 studies which examined the effects of multilevel placement. The

results indicated a negligible overall effect size of 0.03. However, when effect

size was computed separately by level, the effects were variable: 0.10 for high

ability; -0.02 for middle ability and -0.01 for low ability. Thus the high ability

students, even in the absence of a differentiated curriculum, performed better

than control students, medium-ability students and low ability students. It

should be noted in passing that separation by ability had negligible effects on the

achievement of medium and low ability students compared to students in mixed-

ability classes.

2. Cross-grade grouping.

Cross-grade grouping is usually subject specific, and is most often used for

teaching reading in the elementary grades. Students from different grades are

assigned to groups based on instructional level. In the best known plan for cross-

grade grouping, the Joplin Plan, for example, students from grades four, five,

and six are assigned to a reading group based on reading skill, not grade level.
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Each reading teacher works with a class that varies in age but is relatively

homogeneous with respect to reading ability.

Cross-grade grouping is similar to multilevel grouping since students of

similar ability are grouped together. However, the number of levels of

instruction is usually greater and there 4s more curricular adaptation in cross-

grade plans. In contrast to multilevel programs, different materials and methods

are used with students of differen: ability levels in cross-grade grouping.

Meta-analysis of the 14 studies of cross-grade grouping revealed a small

and significant overall effect size (0.30). Comparisons of achievement by ability

level produced a small effect for high-ability students (0.12), a negligible effect

for middle-ability students (-0.01) and a larger effect for low-ability students

(0.29). Thus the most beneficial effect of cross-grade grouping is with low-ability

students.

3. Within-class grouping.

Teachers often group or "cluster" children within their class according to

ability for instruction in subjects such as reading and arithmetic. The purpose of

the clusters is to provide differential instruction to different groups of learners.

Thus within-class programs provide for differentiated curricula like the cross-

grade plans, but the children do not leave their regular classroom.

A small but significant effect size (0.25) was found on average in the eleven

studies of within-grade grouping. There was a positive effect for all levels: 0.18

(medium-ability groups), 0.16 (low-ability groups), and greatest of all, (0.30) for

high-ability groups.

4. Enriched classes for the gifted and talented.

In enriched classes, students of high ability are provided a more challenging

program with differentiated curricula, materials and methods that are different

from those used in the regular classroom. This type of grouping is designed
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specifically for gifted children and is usually taught by a specially trained

teacher. Kulik and Kulik identified 25 studies dealing with special programs for

gifted and talented students with a moderate overall effect size of 0.41.

5. Accelerated classes for the gifted and talented.

Acceleration involves movement through the curriculum at a faster rate

than same-age or same-grade peers. The 23 studies on which Kulik and Kulik

based their meta-analysis included the following types of rapid advancement:

compressing curriculum (e.g. four years in three), and extending instruction

beyond the school year (e.g. four years in three with five summer sessions).

The 23 studies used two different research designs. Half the studies used

same-age controls, that is, those students who were equivalent initially to the

experimental group in age and aptitude, but - /ere behind in grade level at the

end of the study because they weren't accelerated. The effect size for same-age

controls was 0.87, or almost an entire year in grade equivalent terms.

On the other hand, in the studies which compared accelerated students with

same-grade controls, that is, older, non-accelerated students with the same

aptitude, the effect size was -0.02.

Summary

A summary of the achievement of gifted and talented children in different
1

types of ability groupings appear in Table 1. Effect size indicates achievement

which is beyond normal expectation for one school year, as measured on grade-

equivalent scores on standardized achievement tests.

It is obvious from Table 1 that degree of academic gain is a function of

program type. The greP test gains are found in those programs that not only

group high ability children together but also provide a differentiated curriculum

matched to their abilities and skills. When the students are placed together but

taught the regular curriculum (multilevel grouping), the gains are small. When
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the curriculum is adapted to their interests and capabilities (enrichment) and/or

to their rate of learning (acz:eleration), the gains are most pronounced.

The beneficial effect of homogeneous grouping wIth differentiated

instruction is also evident for students of medium ability (see Table 2) and low

ability (see Table 3). The achievement of medium and low ability students does

not drop when grouped together with similar peers. In fact, in those types of

groupings where skill level of students is taken into account, performance rises,

particularly for low ability students.

Thus the research evidence shows that all students benefit from being

grouped for instruction by ability. Gifted learners, especially, flourish

academically in classes with their like-minded peers. It is premature to disband

instruction within ability groups for gifted and talented children. We must

maintain the life boats and resist the tide of inclusion which would sweep them

away.
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Table 1

Achievement of Gifted Students

Grouping type Effect size

Multilevel 0.10

Cross-grade 0.12

Within-class 0.30

Enrichment 0.41

Acceleration 0.87

Source: Kulik & Kulik (1992)

Table 2

Achievement of Medium Ability Students

Grouping type Effect size

Multilevel -0.02

Cross-grade -0.01

Within-class 0.18

Source: Kulik & Kulik (1992)

*a 101. 0111711MM1111101111=1.
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Table 3

Achievement of Low Ability Students

Grouping type Effect size

Multilevel -0.01

Cross-grade 0.29

Within-class 0.16

Source: Ku lik & Kulik (1992)
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311111 Implications of Alberta Education Policies and Practices for Gifted Students'
Lorraine Wilgosh

University of Alberta

101 Alberta Education has attempted to develop

policies and practices which will meet the educational

needs of all Alberta students. The Minister of Education

111111:

in 1991 said:

Our focus will be on doing what's best for disabled

students -- developing their full potential.

101
Integration into the regular classroom will be the

norm for disabled students and will give them the

1101
chance they need to learn, to grow, and to become

101

full participants in our schools and in our

society. (Alberta Education, 1991a, p. 2)

Alberta Education (1991a) proposed that the best

interests of the child would be the.basic consideration.

1111
Integration would be the option of first choice "for the

vast majority of Alberta school children" (p. 2). Only

when the child's needs could not be met in the regular

classroom would removal be considered, with return to the

regular classroom the primary focus of programming.

Another Alberta Education (1991b) document was

released following the above Alberta Education position

paper on integration. Vision for the nineties...a plan
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of action affirmed that "integration into the regular

classroom must be the norm for special needs students so

that they get the programs and services to succeed to the

best of their abilities" (p. 32).

Those other children with special needs, who are

gifted and talented, were not recognized in the report as

having "special needs." Ratbr, reference was made to

their "diverse learning needs" (p. 19). Alberta

Education's (1991b) separate policy for "gifted" students

stated, "Our brightest and most capable F' lents must be

challenged to excel" (p. 19). For those young people,

Alberta Education proposed establishing "specialized

public and private schools in areas of study such as

science and technology, fine arts, and business...

challenge programs... Specialized schools enlarge the

opportunities for students to develop their strengths and

talents" (p. 19).

Subsequent documents produced by Alberta Education

(1992, 1993) have reported a degree of success within the

province's schools, in integrating children with

disabilities when it is in the best interests of the
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children to do so. However, over 75% of surveyed

teachers and about 60% of surveyed administrators and

trustees were of the view that teachers do not have the

training and support to successfully integrate students

with disabilities (Alberta Education, 1993).

Also, success has been reported in providing more

opportunities for capable students, in the form of

academic challenge and alternative arts programs, as well

as leadership courses. There is an expressed commitment

to establish public specialized schools to provide more

opportunities for the most capable students. Survey

results (Alberta Education, 1993) have indicated that

about two thirds of educators believe Alberta's most

capable students are "challenged", apparently supported

by success of those students in provincial diploma

examinations.

The policies of Alberta Education seem, at face

value, to offer the promise of educating children with

disabilities in regular classrooms and schools with non-

disabled peers, while also promising to provide separate,

specialized schools and programs so that the "brightest

85
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and most capable students" can be challenged to excel.

There is an potential conflict between these policies.

Inclusive education would appear to be best for children

with disabilities while some degree of segregation would

appear to be best for those who are brightest and most

capable. Can we teach tolerance and understanding for

all people in exclusive, specialized schools and

programs, a question asked by those advocating

integration of children with disabilities? Where does

the gifted child with disabilities, or the gifted

underachieving child, belong? Where do we place the

child with special talents, who would not necessarily

fall into the category of "brightest and most capable" as

measured by provincial diploma examinations or other

standardized achievement measures? These policy

conflicts, which lead to dilemmas in attempting to offer

best practices, will need to be resolved.
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Implications of Inclusive Education for Gifted and Talented Children:
A Parent's Perspective

Donna Rankin
Alberta Associations for Bright Children

In today's economic realities, many school budgets do

not allow for special classes for aifted students. In

small, rural school systems such as mine. Inclusive

education is the only option.

The special needs of an Intellectually gifted child ace

as valid any other "special needs student". Gifted children

can not always make it on their own. Encouragement and focus

on the student's strengths are the best approaches

Home and school need to work as a team to make the

child's school experience the best possible. Communication

Is the key.

I chose not to identify my school system because I

believe our experiences are typical of many cases. I like

many aspects of my school system and have enjoyed good

communication with teachers.

The official District policy on Enrichment Programs is

as follows: "Enrichment activities are available for

students who require additional challenge. Enrichment

includes supplementing and extending the Alberta

curriculum."
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In reality, programming for gifted students is the

responsibility of individual classroom teachers, who plan

open ended assignments. Each student may elaborate and

embellish their work.

My experience with school systems has been as the

parent of a gifted child who is also behaviorally

challenged.

Focus so far has been on eliminating unacceptable

behaviors rather than building on strengths. Once the child

conforms to classroom behavior standards. then the school

might talk about enrichment for the student. As a parent. I

felt that the source of much poor behavior was boredom and

frustration. At times, when I asked for academic goals. I

felt I was treated as an adversary rather than part as of a

team.

I appreciate the difficulty teachers have in coping

with multi level classrooms. It is hard to be everythina to

everybody. Parents acknowledge the toughness of the Job.

Limited funding for special education Is spent first on

physical apparatus and personnel to help physically and

Intellectually challanged students. In our integrated

schools, this Is necessary. It Is reality.

How can we help our underachieving gifted?
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Recommendations:

(1) The Education Response Centre provides direction and

leadership to school boards in providing special education

programs. It is my understanding that the Provincial

Co-ordinator of Guidance and Counseling can be requested by

school boards to provide guidance and assistance in

developing programs for bright children.

(2) School personnel, as well as parents should stress

positive reinforcement and encouragement.

(Parke, 1989, p. 13).( Rimm, 1986. p.285). (Wentzel. 1993.

P. 363)

(3) Parent volunteers can be used as mentors. classroom

helpers, or research supervisors. My school system already

makes excellent use of helpers for primary grades, special

outings, and some special needs students. Gifted and

talented children would also benefit.

(4) More parent - school dialogue Is needed about the

nature of underachievement and Joint strategies developed to

attack the problem from both directions.
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Dlblioaraphy

From a parent's or educator's perspective, the following
resources may prove interesting.

Davis, Gary A., and Rimm, Sylvia B.(1989. 1985), Education
of The Gifted and Talented, Englewood Cliffs. NJ:

Prentice-Hall Inc.

Fiedler. Ellen, Ph.D., (199$), "Square Pegs In Round Holes:
Gifted Kids Who Don't Fit In", in Understandino Our
Gifted, May-June, 1993, Volume 5, Issue 5 A p.1.
p. 11-13.

Lupaschuk, Doreen S., (1989), "Gifted Education In a Rural
Setting", in AGATE, Volume 3, Number 2. Fall 1989
p. 38-43.

Maker, C. June, (editor), (1993) CriticaLl Issues In Gifted
Eaucation:

Programs for the Gifted in Regular Classrooms,
Volume 3, Pro-Ed Inc. , Austin Texas

Park, Beverly N.,(1989), Gifted Students In Regular
Classrooms. Allyn & Bacon

Rimm, Sylvia B. Ph.D., (1986), Underachievement Syndrome:
CAILIZI_Allci....CLute.g..,. Apple Publishing Co.

Smyth, Elizabeth; Walker, Margaret; McPhee, Sylvia: and
Shaw, Kate, (1993), "So You've Been Invited to Speak
About Gifted Students: A Practical Guide to Effective
Advocacy", In AGATE, Volume 7, Number 1. Spring 1993.

Wentzel, Kathryn R., (1993), " Does Being Good Make the
Grade ? Social Behavior and Academic Competence In
Middle School", in_Idurnal_of_Eaugg...tagnaLizysliglagy.,
Vol. 85, No. 2, P. 357-364.

The following helpful books are aimed at parents.

Coloroso, Barbara, (1989). Winnina at Parenting .. without
beating your kids. Audio tape set with booklet

Zurcinka. Mary Sheedv. (1991) Raisinn Your Spirited Child.
A guide for Parents Whose Child Is More, Intense.
Sensitive, Perceptive, Persistent, Energetic.,
HarperCollins Publishers, New York.

LeShan, Eda, (1985) When Your Child _Drly_es You Crazy.
St. Martin's Press, New York

Pryor, Karen, (1984, 1985). Don't Shoot the Dog! The New
Art of Teaching and Training, Bantam Books

Samalin, Nancy, (1991),..1.40ve And Anaer: The Parental
Dilemma, Penguin Books
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Inclusive Education: Teachers' Perspectives
Tracey Schaufele

Vernon Barford Junior High School
Susan MacDonald

Mayfield Elementary School
Edmonton, Alberta

As teachers, we were asked to present our viewpoints re: inclusive education and the

gifted child. Our teaching backgrounds are quite different, yet it is interesting that we share

a common viewpoint about how inclusive education will impact our gifted students. One

of us currently teaches elementary schoolan inclusive classroom which containscross

grading, Down's Syndrome and Behavior Disordered children. The other of us teaches a

self-contained Gifted ClasS of twenty-six Grade 7 students.

Our first concern is that the needs of the Gifted child both academic and affective, are

met. We cannot only look at the marks and IQs of our gifted children. Their needs are much

more complex than that. We, as teachers, need to know how to identify the gifted child, and

need to be allowed to provide the extra time they require for academic guidance and even

counselling.

The term 'inclusion' can be interpreted many ways. At its purest level, it means that

all students, regardless of their ability or disability will be schooled in their neighborhood

school, and, further, that they will be mixed in with all other children. It disallows `special'

classes, and is of the view that the regular classroom teacher is the best person to educate

all. We realize that there are many variations of inclusion in practice, and they achieve

varying degrees of success. However, for the purposes of speaking to the area of gifted and

inclusion, it is best not to "muddy the waters" with grey attn.

One of our major concerns, as teachers, is that the needs of the gifted will not be met

in an inclusive setting. Teachers do their best, but it will be the 'squeaky wheel gets the

grease'. By that, we mean that the Behavior Disordered student, who hangs from the light

fixtures will demand the teacher's attention, while the gifted student may quietly tune out,

and become negative about school in general. We are concerned that these children may

become gifted underachievers, who are at risk of dropping out of school, altogether.

Teachers sometimes become caught in the "Robin Hood Effect", in which the `good'

gifted student can be left to work on his/her own, while instruction time and individualiza-
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tion is given to the lower end of the academic spectrum. This is, in effect, robbing from the

rich to give to the poor.

This is not to say that the teachers are not doing their best. It is just human nature to

attend to those whoclamor for attention. Teachers cannot beexpected to do it all. So, whose

needs will not be met? We fear it will be those of the gifted.

We allow other professions to train specialists. Doctors are permitted, by society, to

choose areas of strength for their fo, s. We, as members of society respect our heart

specialists, our brain surgeons, ourophthahnologists. We would not dream of making them

all becon general practitioners. Yet, we have no qualms about dictating that all of our

teachers give up their specialities, and teach a students. Is this best for our children? Is

it best for our teachers? Is it best for society?

Decisions about inclusion must not be unilateral. They should be determined in the

context of what is best for each particular child, each particular teacher, and the dynamics

of each particularschool. Parents, teachers and administrators must not put the needs of the

gifted children second to those with more obvious and demanding exceptionalities.
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Inclusive EducationGood For All???
Debra Chinchilla

Alberta Associations for Bright Children

The opinion I am expressing today on the implications of

inclusiue education practises for our gifted/bright students has

come from my child's school experience and that of related

experiences of other such children enroled in the Edmonton

Public School System and elsewhere in the prouince of Alberta.

What is the school experience for children in an inclusiue

education classroom? And how would inclusiue education impact my

child? In inclusiue education a central concept is child-

directed learning, as well as cooperation amongst students in

learning, sharing and helping each other. All this is done in

mixed ability groups. There would not be segregated settings nor

grouping of intellectual peers (no district academic challenge

program). To answer the preuious questions one must ask other

questions. Can a bright/gifted child's educational needs be

easily accommodated in mixed ability groups? Can a bright child

stay motivated (child-directed learning) when all the other

students in the classroom are doing work he already knows or if

he is doing work that no other students are doing- in other words

he always works alone? Can a bright child cooperate and share in

a meaningful, satisfactory way in a group where he knows the most

and is academically more able than the others to put the

project/report together? Can a bright child be helped by other
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students in a group where the other students are not as

academically advanced? Do most teachers know what an individual

education plan is and do they know how to prepare one? Can the

bright child's rapid rate of learning be easily accommodated

without either disruption to the class or by placing unreasonable

expectations on the teacher?

My observations of my son's past seven years of education

lead me to believe the answer to all the above questions, for

most bright/gifted students is lig. It is especially hard for a

young child to stay motivated when all his friends/classmates

have absolutely no interest in what he's doing or if they are

interested they remain observers because they are unable to

contribute anything new and perhaps cannot even participate

because of a lack of ability. It's academic loneliness and

isolation that bright children face.in mixed ability classrooms*.

Working in groups to complete projects often results in

resentment being felt by all. The bright child often does most of

the work and the other children do little. The bright child gets

tired of doing all the work and the other students get tired of

the bright one always being the leader/director, the know-it-all.

Sometimes the bright child will hide his academic abilities in

order to temper these resentments or in order not to be called

the geek/nerd. Ho one benefits from this situation. Sometimes the

child will look with disdain upon the other students - they can't

see what he sees or they can't grasp the ideas as quickly. He may

come to view himself as superior in every respect. Sometimes the
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bright child may be asked to help teach others in his class. This

puts yet another barrier between students and adds to the

loneliness and isolation of the bright student in the mixed

ability classroom. Also, teachers have yet to become expert in

the preparation of indiuidual education plans and haue yet to be

given enough classroom support to be able to have meaningful

academic interaction on an individual basis with their students.

If gifted/bright students are grouped with others of similar

abilities and receive differentiated curriculum they could remain

motivated and really cooperate in a meaningful way. This grouping

would enable them to moue ahead at a faster pace without

disrupting the classroom or placing an onerous burden on the

teacher*. So, it seems to me that the movement away from ability

grouping for gifted/bright children would seriously decrease the

quality of education for many gifted/bright students. This is

especially so when funding cutbacks will force teachers to face

the impossible task of providing all things to all students.

Obvious in this is that the teacher will put more energy into

helping students who arc struggling , leaving little energy for

the bright/gifted child. So, having said that inclusive education

practises are not the best for many bright/gifted children, what

educational practises are needed in schools in order that the

aifted/bright child's needs are met?

Alberta Education has said "The best interests of the child

should be the basic consideration for all placement and

programming decisions*." As well, in 1990 The Canadian Parliament

adopted article 29 of the U.S. Convention on the Rights of the
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child - that the education of the child be directed to "the

development of the child's personality, talents and mental and

physical abilities to their fullest potential." In order to

accomplish these ends Alberta Education has said we must have a

range of education options and parental input into determining

what those options should beat. Many parents, myself included,

have seen or heard of the uideo Failing Grades* and have read in

the magazine Western Living* of the confusion of British

Columbia'y Uision 2000 education policy. Many other articles and

video's point out that models of education that emphasis adopting

one major method of instruction such as inclusive education have

some students that pass through the system without acquiring

basic skills. Might not those students have been better served by

a different model of education. And should it not be acceptable

that A schnnl distrint MTh. A uarietu nf instructinn mndels in

order that parents might be able to better place their children

in an educational setting that best suits that child? The

responsibility of identifying the right style of learning for a

gifted/bright child and the right milieu for that child must be

shared hu the parents. teacher. principal. And edunatinn

phycologist. Most parents know their children far better than the

euer changing scenario of teachers, and principals. Parents must

take a greater chunk of responsibility for their child's

education.

In conclusion I quote Thomas Jefferson who once said "There

is nothing more unequal than equal treatoent of unequal people."

To ensure that all gifted students have an education that
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develops their abilities to the best of their potential it is

important to have a broad range of options in the school system.

Options such as: mixed ability classrooms, pull-out enrichment

programs,acceleration, full-time segregated academic programs

(academic challenge), homeschooling, multi-age groupings,

International Baccalaureate program and distance education

seruices will serue to ensure that most gifted/bright students

will not pass through the system without achieuing close to their

potential. I understand the transportation limitations for

offering more options in rural settings but I understand also

that the urban settings can more readily offer options.

Choice has worked well in the Edmonton Public School System.

Currently in the system there exists a broad range of choice of

education experiences for the gifted/bright child. lost parents

applaud this decision to offer options. Parents from other

.
districts look with enuy at the range of options offered here.

Giflcd/brighl children are well served In Lhis system dud I

believe that this system should be the model for other districts

interested in seruing the needs of gifted/bright children.
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